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Welcome
It is with pleasure that I introduce Swiss Bioinformatics
which we will issue twice a year. In this inaugural edition,
we welcome four new Group Leaders and their Groups to
SIB, we introduce the new President of the SIB Foundation
Council and a new member of the SIB Executive Board, and
we congratulate the winners of the 2009 SIB Awards. The
main scientific article showcases the work from the MOSAIC group of Ivo
Sbalzarini from the first half of 2009.
Since the beginning of this year we have introduced a new SIB logo,
the new-look SIB institutional website has gone online
at www.isb-sib.ch, and now, with the first edition of our
external newsletter, we launch a regular information
channel with external stakeholders. I hope that you
find this newsletter an informative and interesting read!
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Snippets
● Martine Brunschwig Graf, Swiss National Councillor from
Geneva, has been nominated to the SIB Executive Board
from January 1, 2009. She replaces Christiane Langenberger who left the Executive Board at the end of December 2008 after a decade-long association with the SIB.
● Peter Malama became the new President of the SIB
Foundation Council on July 1, replacing Johannes
Randegger who held the post for three years.
● The new Centre Universitaire de Bioinformatique (CUB)
at the University of Geneva has been approved by university administration. It will coordinate and deliver preand post-graduate bioinformatics courses, strengthen the
coordination of bioinformatics research, and
facilitate access to bioinformatics tools and
databases for other Unige groups.
● Ron Appel and Ernest Feytmans have
edited a new book, Bioinformatics: A Swiss
Perspective. It covers both research and
major infrastructure efforts in genome and
gene expression analysis, investigations
on proteins and proteomes, evolutionary
bioinformatics and modelling of biological
systems. Bioinformatics: A Swiss Perspective, published by World Scientific press,
is available at www.worldscibooks.com/
lifesci/7181.html and other outlets such as
www.amazon.com.

Martine Brunschwig Graf

Peter Malama

● The SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics is pleased
to announce the re-launch of GlycoSuiteDB http://
glycosuitedb.expasy.org, a product of Tyrian Diagnostics
Ltd (formerly Proteome Systems Ltd). The glycan data
base is available in open access mode on the ExPASy
website.
● The Concept Web Alliance CWA, an international nonprofit organisation aimed at harnessing semantic web approaches to disseminate life science data, held its inaugural meeting in mid-May. A goal of the alliance
is to pull together existing academic projects,
as well as seek new ideas and methods to
address the challenges associated with
high-volume scholarly and professional data
production, storage, interoperability, and
analyses. Founding members of the CWA
include Barend Mons of the Erasmus Medical Centre at the University of Rotterdam
and Leiden University Medical Center, and
Amos Bairoch and Frédérique Lisacek from
the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics.
● Coming events: 8th [BC]2 Basel Computational Biology Conference June 24-25,
2010.
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SIB welcomes new Group Leaders
Welcome to four new Group Leaders, whose nominations
were ratified by the SIB Foundation Council on July 1, 2009.
The SIB now consists of 29 groups and 320 members and
collaborators. At the same time, the SIB has announced a
new group for functional characterisation of human proteins
and a new head of Swiss-Prot.
Niko Beerenwinkel
D-BSSE,
ETH
Zurich,
studied
mathematics and biology at the
University of Bonn and computer
science at Saarland University in
Saarbrücken where he obtained
his PhD summa cum laude. He has
worked as Research Assistant at the
Max Planck Institute for Informatics,
before doing a PostDoc at the University of California at
Berkeley from 2004 to 2006, and at Harvard University from
2006 to 2007. He joined ETH Zurich in 2007 as Assistant
Professor for Computational Biology in the Department
of Biosystems Science and Engineering and heads the
Computational Biology Group (CBG). He is author of
more than 40 research articles on computational biology,
bioinformatics, biostatistics, virology, and cancer biology
and was awarded the Otto Hahn Medal of the Max Planck
Society and the Emmy Noether Fellowship of the German
National Science Foundation.
His research is at the interface of mathematics, statistics,
computer science, biology and medicine. His current research activities deal with applying computational methods
to biomedical problems, namely using mathematical models
to predict the behavior of biological systems and designing
efficient algorithms to aid in the diagnosis and treatment of
diseases. Current research projects developed by his team
include the use of algorithms to analyse the HIV genome for
the selection of optimal drug treatment combinations, the
use of deep sequencing to characterise the genetic diversity of pathogen populations, the use of evolutionary models
and statistics to study cancer progression, and the analysis of host cellular pathways activated by viral or bacterial
infection to identify host proteins that could serve as potential
targets for future drug therapies.
See: Computational Biology Group www.isb-sib.ch/groups/
basel/computational-biology-group-n-beerenwinkel.html
Simon Bernèche
Biozentrum, University of Basel, has
a Bachelor of Engineering in physics
and biomedical engineering from the
École Polytechnique de Montréal
and a Masters in Biophysics from the
Université de Montréal. He obtained
his PhD in physiology and biophysics
from Weill Medical College, Cornell

University, New York. Simon was a post-doc fellow in the
Structural Biology Division, Biozentrum of the University
of Basel from 2003 to 2006, and subsequently he was
research scientist in Olivier Michielin’s Molecular Modelling
Group at the SIB. Since April 2008, he is Assistant Professor
SNF in core programs, Computational & Systems Biology
and Structural Biology & Biophysics, at the Biozentrum,
UniBS. Canadian by origin, Simon has received numerous
academic awards and fellowships and he has authored
more than twenty research articles.
His group focuses on the structure-function relationship of
membrane proteins. By explicitly simulating the dynamics
of the proteins in their physiological environment, the group
aims to elucidate the microscopic mechanisms that underlie
protein functions. The approach thus complements the
information obtained by X-ray crystallography which can only
provide limited information on the dynamics and energetics
of proteins. This simulation work, while being quite different
in nature compared to the work pursued in the -omics fields,
shares the goal of building a strong theoretical framework
to advance our understanding and interpretation of large
experimental datasets.
The long-term goal of the research pursued in the laboratory of Simon Bernèche is to establish a bridge between
microscopic properties of membrane channel systems and
macroscopic properties of single excitable cells.
See: Computational Biophysics Group www.isb-sib.ch/groups/
basel/computational-biophysics-s-berneche.html
Dagmar Iber
D-BSSE, ETH Zurich, studied
mathematics and biochemistry in
Regensburg, Germany, Cambridge
and Oxford, UK. She holds Master
degrees and PhDs in both disciplines.
After three years as a Junior
Research Fellow in St John’s College,
Oxford, Dagmar became a lecturer in
Applied Mathematics at Imperial College London. Dagmar
has joined ETH Zurich in 2008 after returning from an
investment bank where she worked as an oil option trader
for one year.
Dagmar Iber’s research involves the development of quantitative, predictive models for cellular signaling networks.
Close collaborations with experimental laboratories permit
a cycle of model testing and improving. The ultimate goal
of her research is a comprehensive understanding of the
dynamics and evolution of complex cellular signaling networks.
See: Computational Biology Group www.isb-sib.ch/groups/
basel/computational-biology-group-d-iber.html
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Jacques Rougemont
is head of the Bioinformatics and Bio
statistics Core Facility (BBCF) of the
EPFL School of Life Sciences since
2007 and does research on statistical
analysis of large-scale genomic data.
He studied physics and mathematics
at the University of Geneva and obtained his PhD in 1999, followed by
postdoctoral training in numerical analysis and stochastic
processes at the Mathematics Department, Heriot-Watt University in Edinburgh. He then worked on microarray data analysis
at the TAGC laboratory at INSERM, Marseille, before joining
the SIB’s Vital-IT group as a computer analyst in 2004.
The BBCF works with life-science researchers and technological facilities to implement a high-quality data analysis
and data management infrastructure while offering tailored
analyses for complex data. The current focus of the group
is on high-throughput sequencing with emphasis on applications to whole-genome sequencing for comparative genomics, ChIP-seq and RNA-seq for functional genomics.
Another strong interest of the group is the statistical analysis of dense time-series from live-cell imaging, microarrays
or sequencing.
See: Bioinformatics and Biostatistics Core Facility www.
isb-sib.ch/groups/lausanne/bioinformatics-and-biostatisticscore-facility-bbcf.html
From July 1, Amos Bairoch, the cre
ator of the world-renowned protein
database Swiss-Prot (now known as
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot www.uniprot.org),
has a new SIB group, CALIPHO,
whose main project is to develop an
innovative knowledge resource centred on human proteins.
Ioannis Xenarios, who is Group Leader
of Vital-IT www.vital-it.ch at SIB, took
over the reins as the Director of SwissProt, on the same date. Prof. Bairoch
will remain senior scientific advisor to
the Swiss-Prot group.
With CALIPHO, which stands for
“Computer and Laboratory Investigation of Proteins of Human Origin”, the SIB aims to help advance knowledge on human proteins. CALIPHO will focus
on the development of a human protein knowledge database, discovering the function of selected sets of uncharacterised proteins of human origin through laboratory experiments, and organising a collective effort to pool available
resources around the world in order to functionally characterise all these proteins.

A new roadmap for
bioinformatics in Switzerland
Bioinformatics resources are needed to sustain life
science research – biologists need bioinformaticians
to develop new methods and software and to maintain
large biological encyclopaedias in the form of curated
databases. They also need the computational infra
structure to store and process their data, specialised
high-level bioinformatics competencies and support
to analyse data and infer pertinent information that
eventually will be used to develop innovative solutions
to improve our daily lives.
Since the SIB was established more than 11 years
ago bioinformatics and the institute have evolved
significantly. To ensure that we keep pace with these
changes, the SIB Foundation Council accepted The
SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics - a roadmap for
the second decade at its July 1 meeting. This document
presents the mission of the SIB Swiss Institute of
Bioinformatics, established by its Executive Board in
light of the state of bioinformatics in Switzerland, the
anticipated evolution of the field and life science in
general. It addresses strategic goals set for the coming
years and the institutional changes these bring.
Some of the key changes are the adoption of a SIB
Vision and two-fold SIB Mission. Our vision is that
the SIB helps shape the future of life sciences through
excellence in bioinformatics. This vision encompasses
service, research and education. It falls within two
distinct though closely connected tasks that are
implemented separately through the SIB Mission.
The first part of our mission is to provide worldclass core bioinformatics resources to the national
and international life science research community
in key fields such as genomics, proteomics and
systems biology. This primary SIB mission consists
of providing services and it is carried through in a
top-down approach, with objectives set by the SIB
Executive Board and an implementation plan agreed
with the concerned groups. Federal funds are almost
exclusively used to fulfil this mission.
Secondly we seek to lead and coordinate the field
of bioinformatics in Switzerland. Within the second
mission the SIB plays a federating role, linking the
Swiss bioinformatics community and promoting and
coordinating research and education. This activity is
mainly performed in a bottom-up way with funding from
the universities and other partners and from research
grants.
Ron Appel
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Research in brief
New SystemsX.ch Research and Technology Developments RTD Projects
SystemsX.ch recently announced six successful 2nd call large RTD Projects. SIB is well represented with five of the six
having SIB group leaders or collaborators as shown here, as well as being part of seven of the eight first call RTDs.
● Dirk Bumann (UniBS): BattleX - “Manipulating the fight
between human host cells and intracellular pathogens”,
subprojects including: V. Hatzimanikatis (EPFL, SIB),
A. Bairoch (SIB)
● Christoph Dehio (UniBS): InfectX – “Systems Biology of
pathogen entry into human cells”, subprojects including:
N. Beerenwinkel (ETHZ, SIB), D. Iber (ETHZ, SIB), C.
von Mering (UZH, SIB)
● Andreas Engel and Henning Stahlberg (UniBS): CINA Center for Cellular Imaging and Nanoanalytics (TECH
Project)

● Susan Gasser-Wilson (FMI): CPHD - “Systems biology of
Cell Plasticity in Health and Disease”, subprojects including:
E. van Nimwegen (UniBS, SIB), M. Zavolan (UniBS, SIB)
● Nouria Hernandez (UNIL): CycliX - “Transcription regulatory networks of three interacting cycles”, subprojects
including: M. Delorenzi (UNIL, SIB), F. Naef (EPFL, SIB),
J. Rougemont (EPFL, SIB), N. Guex (UNIL, SIB)
● Jörg Stelling (ETHZ, SIB): MetaNetX - “Automated
model construction and genome annotation for large
scale metabolic networks” (TECH proposal), subprojects including: A. Bairoch (SIB), M. Pagni (SIB),
V. Hatzimanikatis (EPFL, SIB).

Protein interaction prediction software and new insight into vertebrate evolution and its limitations
Winners of the 2009 SIB Awards, Young Bioinformatician and Best Graduate Paper, were announced at the 7th annual [BC]2
Basel Computational Biology Conference on June 19.
2009 SIB Young Bioinformatician Award
SIB member Lukas Burger, 29, who studied
how to predict physical interactions between
protein residues entirely based on sequence
data, using multiple sequence alignments
of similar proteins was recognised as 2009
SIB Young Bioinformatician. Having recently
finished his PhD thesis in the Bioinformatics and Systems Biology Group (Biozentrum
of the University of Basel) led by Professor
Erik van Nimwegen, he developed a new and
extremely powerful Bayesian network methodology allowing the prediction of intra- and
inter-protein interactions with greater accuracy. The method significantly improves the
prediction of contacting amino acids in the
3-dimensional structure of proteins and is
expected to be of help in protein structure
prediction. The SIB 2009 Young Bioinformatician Award is funded by the Swiss National
Science Foundation.
Julien Roux, Ron Appel, Lukas Burger

2009 SIB Best Graduate Paper
Winner of the 2009 SIB Best Graduate Paper, Julien Roux, 26, SIB member and PhD student in the Evolutionary
Bioinformatics Group (University of Lausanne) led by Professor Marc Robinson-Rechavi, focused on the impact of
developmental processes on evolution in his paper Developmental Constraints on Vertebrate Genome Evolution (PLoS
Genetics, December 2008). Mr. Roux focused specifically on how the timing of expression in development affects
selective pressure on genes using both zebrafish and mice as experimental models. Results indicated “a strong effect of
constraints, which are progressively weaker towards late development”, thus contradicting the “hourglass” model that is
generally used to describe vertebrate developmental constraint. Since its publication, this paper was recognised as an
important contribution to the general understanding of evolution, and highlighted in Nature Reviews Genetics and Faculty
of 1000.
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Sequencing the cow’s genetic code - a new agricultural
era dawns
Researchers from the SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics
and the Universities of Geneva (UNIGE) and Lausanne
(UNIL) have been part of a major international project to
sequence the bovine (cow) genome, giving new insights
into mammalian evolution and more sustainable food
production.
The genome, which has now been completely sequenced,
provides a major novel resource to study mammalian
evolution as well as cattle-specific biology, reported an
international consortium of researchers in the April 23
issue of Science. Using the genome of a female Hereford
cow named L1 Dominette, the large-scale undertaking
mobilised more than 300 scientists from 25 countries over
six years. Research conducted by the teams of Professors
Evgeny Zdobnov (UNIGE, SIB), Stylianos E. Antonarakis
(UNIGE) and Professor Alexandre Reymond (UNIL), has
determined that the cow genome is made up of at least
22,000 protein-coding genes and 500 miRNAs.
EpiFlu database supports A(H1N1) Influenza research
The SIB announced recently that the EpiFlu database
is being used as the exchange platform for the A(H1N1)
influenza 2009. Compared to the 2006 H5N1 outbreak
which led to the creation of this database, researchers have
had rapid access to the sequence data, which is essential
to alert public health officials and track A(H1N1) influenza
outbreaks. An increasing number of researchers are using
the innovative EpiFlu database part of the GISAID* initiative,
to deposit, distribute and analyse sequences of A(H1N1)
influenza.
Derek Smith, Professor of Infectious Disease Informatics,
Department of Zoology, University of Cambridge
commented, “Scientific data is spread faster and more
widely than ever before. Technological advance and its
related opportunities to store, share and disseminate data
have encouraged scientists and laboratories around the
world into a collaborative spirit that amounts to a huge
gain for overall progress. Global databases such as EpiFlu
bolster and enrich the efforts of scientific inquiry on a daily
basis, and their availability becomes absolutely crucial
in an emergency situation such as the current swine flu
outbreak.”
The database was developed by the SIB using their longterm expertise in database creation and bioinformatics, in
conjunction with partners such as the U.S. Centres of Disease
Control CDC, the World Health Organization WHO, UN Food
and Agriculture Organisation FAO, and World Organisation
for Animal Health OIE. It uses the Max Planck Institute for
their platform support (wiki and blog). By bringing together
bioinformaticians, computational biologists and end-users,
this consortium has enabled the development of a system
* Global Initiative on Sharing Avian Influenza Data

that we hope will cope with the
need to share influenza data rapidly.
The EpiFlu database has also been used for
the seasonal influenza vaccine strain selection (2009-2010)
by the WHO collaborating centers.
The EpiFlu database stores both genomic and epidemiological data, which is available for analysis. Bioinformatics
and computational tools are available to help in the decision-making for the selection of the new set of vaccines.
The platform provides the scientific community with free access to the data which has been entered from all around the
world.
New miRNA internet tool launched
SIB Group leader Mihaela Zavolan (Biozentrum, University of Basel) and her colleagues have developed a novel
internet resource for microRNA (miRNA) expression profiling and target prediction. The MirZ web server, accessible
at www.mirz.unibas.ch, combines two of their previously
developed resources, the smiRNAdb miRNA expression
atlas and the ElMMo miRNA target prediction algorithm,
along with a set of new powerful statistical and analytical
tools designed to study miRNA-based regulation, a mechanism found to play a key role in such diverse functions as
development, cardiac and immune system function, metabolism and cancer.
Protein expression in the cell is regulated on multiple levels:
directly at the gene level by stimulating or repressing the
transcription of genes into RNA; also at the RNA level as
short segments of RNA, called miRNA, control which proteins
get expressed by selectively degrading RNA transcripts
before they are translated into protein or by blocking actual
translation of RNA. This type of regulation has been found
to act in many biological processes – in development, cardiac
and immune system function and cancer. Yet for the most
part, the functions targeted by miRNAs sequenced to date
remain unknown.
In order to help researchers answer these questions,
Professor Zavolan and her team have created a new
resource based on two of their existing databases dedicated
to smiRNAs, with a set of powerful statistical analysis and
data mining tools. The smiRNAdb miRNA expression atlas
is a freely accessible web resource containing miRNA
profiles from sequenced samples belonging to humans,
mice, rats and other species. The EIMMo miRNA target
prediction algorithm helps find the potential RNA targets
of specific miRNA sequences. Combined together these
tools make MirZ a powerful tool to study RNA-based
regulation by helping identify miRNAs implicated in a
specific biological function, and narrow down the molecular
pathways involved.
Hausser J, Berninger P, Rodak C, Jantscher Y, Wirth S, Zavolan M. MirZ:
an integrated microRNA expression atlas and target prediction resource.
Nucleic Acids Res 2009;37 (Web Server issue):W266-72.
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[BC]2 2009 pays homage to Charles Darwin
“Molecular Evolution” was the theme of the 7th [BC]2 Basel Computational Biology Conference, held
on June 18-19, to commemorate Charles Darwin’s 200th birthday and the 150th anniversary of the publi
cation of “On the Origin of Species”. [BC]2 thanks all sponsors for their support. www.bc2.ch/2009/.
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Invited speakers include: Manolis Dermitzakis (Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, Cambridge, UK), Allan Drummond (Harvard University, Cambridge MA, USA), Adam Eyre-Walker (University of Sussex, UK), Laurent Excoffier (SIB & University of Berne, Switzerland), Walter J. Gehring
(Biozentrum University of Basel, Switzerland), Eugene V. Koonin (NCBI, Bethesda, MD, USA), Richard E. Lenski (Michigan State University,
USA), Karen E. Nelson (J. Craig Venter Institute, San Diego, CA, USA), Christine Orengo (University College London, UK), Daniel E. Platt (IBM
Thomas J. Watson Research Centre, NY, USA), Stefan Rensing (University of Freiburg, Germany), Nicolas Salamin (SIB & University of Lausanne, Switzerland), Christian von Mering (SIB & University of Zurich, Switzerland), and Eske Willerslev (University of Copenhagen, Denmark).
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[BC]² is a conference of the SIB Swiss Institute
of Bioinformatics organized by:
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1. [BC]2 official poster. 2. Some of the [BC]2 team. 3. [BC]2 always
provides plenty of fruitful discussion. 4. Karen E. Nelson, J. Craig
Venter Institute, San Diego, USA, spoke on genomic applications
to study human microbiology. 5. Torsten Schwede, co-founder
[BC]2 Basel Computational Biology Conference, SIB Group Leader,
Biozentrum of the University of Basel. 6. Derek Smith, University
of Cambridge, UK, showed how influenza has evolved since 1918.
7 Session time. 8. Werner Arber, Professor emeritus for molecular
11
microbiology, University of Basel, Nobel Laureate Physiology or 10
Medicine 1978, is greeted by Manuel Peitsch, [BC]2 co-founder and Chairman, SIB Executive Board. 9. Prior to the conference opening, speakers saw
evolution first hand at Basel zoo. 10. Daniel Jehle and Hans R. Sprenger, IBM, and Konstantin Arnold, Biozentrum, University of Basel. 11. Eugene V.
Koonin, National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) at the National Institutes of Health (NIH), and Christian von Mering, SIB Group Leader and
Executive Board member, University of Zurich.

Research spotlight
MOSAIC Group: Research Highlights July 2009 by
Ivo Sbalzarini, Group Leader, ETH Zurich
Computational analysis of complex, real-world systems is
currently mainly hindered by algorithmic limitations in three
areas: data analysis, simulation, and optimisation. While
each one of them is a vast area of research in itself, the
most pertinent limitations in biological applications are:

are mostly formulated as networks of chemical reactions.
Since the reaction spaces in cells are very small and the
number of copies of each molecule is low, these reaction
networks frequently have to be studied using stochastic
simulations that properly account for fluctuations and
noise. As more knowledge becomes available, the
networks grow larger and the number of reactions in
them increases, i.e., they become more strongly coupled.
In order to study the behavior of these networks, highly
efficient and accurate computer simulation algorithms are
needed.

● Data analysis: many of the modern experimental assays
deliver data in the form of digital videos or images,
rather than direct quantitative measurements. Live
cell imaging has become a standard method in many
areas of biology. The acquired images are, however,
complex and under-explored. Robust and accurate
automated image processing algorithms are required for
unbiased, reproducible, and quantitative analysis of the
large amounts of image data acquired. In addition, it is
imperative for subsequent modelling that the confidence
and reliability of the image processing results are known.

● Optimisation: as biology is shifting more and more
towards reverse engineering with the goal of unraveling
the working mechanisms of a complex system, parameter
identification becomes an important task. Models
frequently contain parameters of unknown value that
need to be determined by fitting the model to data. This is
often the primary purpose of modeling itself. Besides very
efficient simulation algorithms, this also requires powerful
black-box optimisation algorithms that can reliably find
the globally optimal fit.

● Simulation: once the data are analysed, they are frequently
used to build models of the interactions in the system or
the system dynamics. In systems biology, these models

While many challenges remain, we have recently made
progress in all three of these areas, advancing the state of
the art of what is computationally possible.
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Data analysis: Extracting high-resolution shape
information from microscopy images
Light microscopy is probably one of the most important
techniques in all of the life sciences. The invention of the
microscope has made possible discoveries on which much
of our current knowledge and capabilities in biology and
medicine are based. Imaging of live samples is limited to
light microscopy since the higher energies involved in, e.g.,
electron microscopy would kill the cells. The resolution of
light microscopes is, however, limited by the wavelength of
the light to a few hundred nanometers. As modern biology
and systems biology are striving to understand the working
mechanisms of live cells, we wish to observe individual
structures inside single cells and quantify their dynamics and
interplay. The size of these structures is often comparable
to the wavelength of the light, such that they appear heavily
blurred and noisy in the images, preventing analysis of their
shape and dynamics.
We have recently developed and implemented an imageprocessing algorithm that can undo much of the blurring
introduced by the microscope without directly solving
the ill-posed deconvolution problem. The algorithm uses
prior knowledge (models) of the microscope and the
observed objects, which allows formulating the imageprocessing task as an optimisation problem. This enables
accurate and reliable reconstruction of small intracellular
shapes, effectively increasing the localisation precision of
microscopes up to 100-fold. It thus becomes possible to
following, e.g., the dynamics of endocytic organelles during
internalisation, sorting, and trafficking of viruses that infect
the cell, enabling observations and testing of biological
hypotheses that were impossible before.

Data analysis: Estimating the
confidence of image processing results
directly on the data
One of the most salient problems when using image
processing results to model complex biological systems is
that the accuracy and reliability of these results are hardly
clear. Without knowing the error probability distribution,
however, it is impossible to use model inference techniques
or perform statistical tests to differentiate between
experimental conditions. It is therefore good practice to
carefully benchmark image-processing algorithms on real or
artificial data by comparing their output to hand-processed
data or known ground truth over a range of different signal-tonoise ratios. In this approach, however, it is not necessarily
clear that the data used for benchmarking are equivalent
to the images the algorithm is later used on. Even worse,
benchmarks only provide average accuracies, while in real
applications photo-bleaching or algorithm breakdowns lead
to accuracies that change over time.
We have recently extended a specific image-processing
framework to not only provide the results of the image
processing, but also the associated confidence intervals.
Since this is done directly on the image data, there is no
need for prior benchmarking on test images. The new algorithm directly provides the per-frame confidence estimates
and enables statistical evaluation of the results and automatic detection of breakdowns of the image-processing
algorithm, prompting potential user intervention. We have
demonstrated that the confidence estimates provided by the
new algorithm are conservative and accurate to within a few
nanometers.
For further reading: Cardinale J, Rauch A, Barral Y, Székely G, Sbalzarini IF.
Bayesian image analysis with on-line confidence estimates and its
application to microtubule tracking. In Proc. IEEE Intl. Symposium
Biomedical Imaging (ISBI); 2009 June; Boston, USA; 2009. p. 1091-1094.

Simulation: Efficiently simulating strongly coupled
networks of chemical reactions
Chemical reactions play key roles also in biology and
physics. Metabolic pathways in living cells or cell signaling
networks constitute complex, interconnected networks of
chemical reactions. Since the number of copies of each
molecule is low in biological cells, deterministic descriptions
of the reaction networks by differential equations are not
always valid. Instead, stochastic simulation algorithms are
available to simulate and study the behavior of the reaction
networks in the computer.
Figure 1: Micrograph of a single cell with intracellular endosomes fluorescently labeled (white). The shape outlines of the endosomes are reconstructed by the present algorithm with nanometer precision (blue lines).
The red crosses show the positions of viruses inside the cell as they are
sorted and transported through the endosomal network.
For further reading: Helmuth JA, Burckhardt CJ, Greber UF and
Sbalzarini IF. Shape reconstruction of subcellular structures from live
cell fluorescence microscopy images. J Struct Biol 2009;167, 1-10.

If a reaction network is weakly coupled, i.e. the number of
reactions that are influenced by any other reaction remains
constant when the network size increases, it can be efficiently simulated using existing algorithms. Many networks
in systems biology and physics are, however, strongly
coupled. Examples include scale-free networks in biology,
where certain hubs are strongly coupled to the rest of the
network, or nucleation-and-growth processes in physics or
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biological membranes. In these cases, the computational
cost of the available algorithms grows rapidly, preventing
simulations of larger networks.
We have recently presented a new class of highly efficient
stochastic simulation algorithms whose computational cost
is independent of the degree of coupling of the network.
This allows for the first time simulating strongly coupled
real-world networks with the same efficiency as weakly
coupled networks. The new algorithms allow simulations of
networks with millions of chemical species on a single laptop
computer, thus providing an important tool for addressing
the grand challenges in modern biology and medicine.

|
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These functions thus are multi-modal (non-convex) and have
no global structure. In such functions, local minima cannot
be interpreted as perturbations to an underlying convex topology. Prominent examples of such multi-funnel functions
are the free energy landscapes of gases and bio-molecules
such as proteins.
We have recently presented a hybrid adaptive evolutionary
optimisation algorithm, combining the powerful CMA
evolution strategy with concepts from swarm intelligence.
Including non-local information into CMA made it possible
to solve certain multi-funnel functions for the first time. On
multi-funnel, strongly multi-modal, and noisy functions, the
new algorithm shows superior performance compared to
state-of-the-art methods. The new algorithm is implemented
in a computationally efficient and fully parallel software
library, which allows exploiting the parallelism of modern
multi-core computer hardware and large computer clusters.

Figure 2: Computer time required per simulated reaction of a strongly
coupled reaction network describing colloid aggregation in biomembranes
of increasing size (number of monomers N). The new algorithm is orders
of magnitude faster and scales better than the classical Optimised Direct
Method (ODM).

Optimisation: Finding optima in multi-funnel functions
High-dimensional optimisation problems in which no gradient information is available dominate in many applications,
ranging from image processing over molecular biophysics
to parameter identification. Evolution strategies and other
stochastic optimisation algorithms have been particularly
successful in this area. A large class of functions, however,
could not be solved by any of the available algorithms so far.
These so-called multi-funnel functions have several local
minima that are distributed across multiple valleys (funnels).
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Figure 3: An example of a multi-funnel function in two dimensions. The
function has two funnels that both contain several local minima. The global
minimum in funnel 2 is hard to find in higher dimensions. Such functions are
characteristic for the free-energy landscapes of proteins, where the minima
in funnel 1 would correspond to the “unfolded state” and the isolated deep
minimum in funnel 2 to the native structure.
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